
for Lewisham

Your recycling bin upgrade
Live in a flat? Then this applies to you.  

For more details:
www.lewisham.gov.uk/recycling
020 8314 7171

for Lewisham



What’s happening to recycling on your estate?
Over the next few months, we will be putting new locks on communal recycling bins. 

Why is the Council doing this?
Many residents take pride in recycling, making sure the right items go into the recycling 
bin, rinsed or cleaned from food and other contaminants. Unfortunately, bins become 
contaminated when not everyone does this. The new locks will prevent the whole lid from 
being opened, making the dumping of non-recyclable items and black sacks difficult, 
while still allowing household recycling to go in. 

This project is fully funded by LWARB. Leaflet contains recycled content.

What happens to your recycling?
All Lewisham’s recycling goes to a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF), where recycling is 
separated by hand and sophisticated machinery. If food or nappies get mixed up with 
good recycling, it is not only unpleasant for those working in the MRF, it often means 
that the whole batch of recycling can’t be used. The factory is designed to sort out the 
recycling seen in this leaflet, if non-recyclable items go in, it can damage the machinery.

We want to recycle as much as possible – thank you for your help.

What can you recycle?

The bin lids have flaps that you can easily put your 
recycling through, though you will have to flatten 
any large cardboard boxes first. Remember to rinse 
any food and drink cartons and bottles before you 
dispose of them.

Please don’t use 
black sacks to contain your 
recycling as our crews can’t 

see what’s in them and they’re 
considered as rubbish. Please 
put your recycling in loose or 

use carrier bags.

food
garden waste
black sacks
nappies
electrical waste
wood and building materials
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Remember, we cannot accept:  

You can still recycle all the items within the six 
areas shown here; for more details visit our website 
www.lewisham.gov.uk/recycling. If you are still 
in doubt, leave it out.


